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1. iNTROIN.iCTION

Radar-estimated rainfall arnomws from the
NEXRAD Weather Suweillance Radar-1 988 Doppler
(WSR-88D] Precipitation Accumulation Algorithm
(Fulton et al. 1998, Federal Meteorological Handbook
No, 17, Paff C, 1991 ) were compared with
measurements from numerous rain gauges.
Comparisons were performed by using ratios of gauge-
measuraci to radar-estimated rainfall accumulations
(G/f? ratios).

Analytical procedures compared digital WSR-88D
Precipitation Algorithm data files and rain gauge data.
Storm total gauge amounts were compared with radar-
estimated rainfall amounts at a single “bin”collocated
above the gauge for similar time intewals. These
procedures provided a dramatic improvement over
previous WSR-88D radar-gauge comparisons (Manion
and Klazura, 1993), that used the standard graphics
display of the Storm Total Precipitation product
{Klazura and Imy, 1993) with only 16 precipitation
accumulation data levels and approximately l-in.
resolution.

Storm total rain accumulations from 43 rain events
from ten radar sites were analyzed. There were 1639
radar vs. gauge comparisons. These rain events were
stratified jnto two precipitation types: 25-high-
roflactivity horizontal gradient storm events and 18-low-
reflectivity horizontal gradient events.

This study was conducted in a semi-quantitative
manner to assess the performance of the WSR-8813
Precipitation Accumulation algorithm in a general
sense. It was not meant to be a rigorously-objective
scientific and statistical experiment. However, the
strong differences that emerged between high-
reflectivity gradient and low-reflectivity gradient cases
suggest that reasonably high confidence can be placed
on the overall conclusions.

Quality control of the radar reflectivity data are
described in Fulton et al. (1998). An attempt was made
to perform a basic level of quality control of gauge-
radar pairs by excluding any non-raining pairs, that is,
arry pairs in whi~ either the gauge or radar rainfall was
below a minimum threshold (0,03 inch was used as
threshold).

2. ANALYSES PROCEDURES& DATA

Radar base reflectivity PPI plots (0.5’ tilt) and
Storm Total Precipitation plots (Klazura and Irny, 1993)

from ten U.S. WSR-88D sites (listed in Table 1) were
analyzed for 59 rain events. “the magnitudes,
gradients and patterns of radar reflectivity and radar-
estimated rain accumulation were considered in
assigning each case as a specific precipitation type.
The description of the precipitation type represents a
vey general characterization of the dominant radar
reflectivity and radar-estimated total precipitation
structures as determined from a semi-quantitative
visual analysis.

The intent for this study was to isolate cases which
were primarily either high reflectivity gradient or low-
reflectivity gradient in na[ure throughout the lifetime of
the precipitation event (greater than 90% spatially and
temporally). The high-reflectivity gradient catego~ is
characterized by substantial reflectivity cores
exceeding 40 to 60 dBZ, with sharp reflectivity
gradients adjacent to the cores. It has cores of radar-
estimated storm total precipitation that are 5 to 10
times greater than the general accumulations over the
area. and which also have very sharp gradients

The low reflectivity gradient category is
characterized by fairly widespread reftectivities
generally 25 to 40 dBZr with weak reflectivity gradients.
The radar-astimated storm total precipitation products

indicate weak gradients and areas of maximum
precipitation which are generally less than 5 times
greater than the general accumulations over the area.

43 cases were identified that met these
characteristics (25 high-reflectivity gradient cases and
18 low-reflectivity gradient cases), Table 1 shows how
these were distributed among the ten WSR-88D sites.

Rain gauge data from numerous gauges were
provided by combinations of National Weather Service
Forecast offices, ALERT networks, and private rain
gauge networks.

Digital WSR-88D data files of precipitation
accumulation were produced either by processing
archived radar reflectivity tapes with the Precipitation
Accumulation Algorithm after the precipitation event or
by saving the precipitation accumulation data files
immediately after the precipitation event at the site.
Standard operational adaptable parameters (Futton et
al. 1998) were used in all =ses, including the use of
the 7-R relationship

Z=300R”

where Z has units of mma m 3 and R is in mm h ‘. By
using thesa data files. the analytical procedure
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generated a ‘bin” of radar-derived storm total rainfall
awumuIaliort depth collocated with each gauge
(closeslto the latitude and longitude of the associated
gauge). The “bin’ has a spatial resolution of 2-km
radial distance by one-degree azimuth angle (about 2
km X 2 km at 115 km range from radar) and an
accumulation resolution of 0.01 in, The width of the
one degree “bin=varies from about 0.3 km a! dose
ranges (20 km) to 4 km at the maximum range (230
km) of radar rainfall estimates (Fulton et al. 1998),

A valid gauge-radar pair is defined as a pair where
both the gauge and radar accumulation values are 0.03
in. or more. Smaller accumulations were omitted in
order to remain generally consistent with the concept
used by the radar bias calculations in the Precipitation
Adjustment Algorithm (Fulton et al. 1998, Federal
Ikfeteomhgica! HandbookNo.11,Part C, 1991 ) and to
reduce errors caused by the minimum precipitation
threshold of the rain gauge.

Valid gauge. radar pairs were converted into G/R
ratios by using the method defined in equation (1):

&

where Al is the numt$~’of gauge-radar pairs; G;is the In
gauge measured storm total rain amount; and R, is the
radar-estimated storm total rain amount for the 1-deg X
2-km “bin” collocated with the fmgauge. The G/R ralio
is a mean radar bias factor defined as the sum of the
obsemed amounts al all gauges with rainfall divided by
the sum of the radar estimates for those gauges
(Wilson and Brandes, 1979]. A bias factor greater
(less) than 1.0 indicates that the radar has
underestimated (overestimated) the rainfall. The GE?
ratios were not computed unless there were at least
nine valid gauge-radar pairs (i.e., both -had values of at
least 0.03 in.). The number ‘nine” vvassubjectively
selected with the intent of making sure a reasonable
sample size existed.

3. RESULTS

The mean of the G/R ratios for all cases is 1.36.
Very different relationships exist between G/R and the
two precipitation types. The corresponding means of
the G[R values were 0.88 for the high-reflectivity
gradient cases (computed from 840 G-R pairs in 25
roses) which iodicates a slight radar overestimate, and
2.23 for the low-reflectivity gradient cases (computed
from 799 G-R pairs in 18 cases) which indicates a
significant radar underestimate, The radar estimated
less than half of the gauge-measured accu rnulations in
the low-reflectivity gradjent cases!

Brandes et al. (1999) obtained results fairly
similar to the high-reflectivity gradient cases discussed
above. They compared gauge accumulations with
WSR-88D estimates for three precipitation events near
Denver. Colorado (June-July 1996) and for nine events
near Wkhita, Kansas [May-June 1997). The
precipitation types in their studywere convective

storms most of which were attended by stratiform rain
areas. Their analyses procedures were slightly
different from those used in the present study. They
restricted their comparisons to only gauges located 20-
90 krn from the radars, only considered reflectivities
from the lowest elevation scan (0.5~, and used the
averageaccumulation from several radar bins, rather
than considering only the bin collocated with the gauge.
Their mean GIR values were (1.07)(132 G-R pairs)

and 1.05 (377 G-R pairs) for the Denver and Wichita
area studies, respectively, These numbers are much
closer to the 0.88 for the high reflectivity gradient cases
than the 2.23 for the Iow.reflectivity gradient cases.
This should not be surprising since their storms were
convective and would be expected to display high
reflectivity gradient characteristics.

As shown in Tabie 1, the Oklahoma City (OKC)
and Boston (BOS) cases were evenly split between
high-reflectivity gradient and Iow-reflectivity gradient
cases; Oklahoma City had five in each category, and
Boston had four. The G/R ratios (in ranked order) and
means of these vaiues for each of these two sites for
each precipitation type category is:

G/R Ratiosfor k-fish-reflectivity gr~dient Cases
OKC: 0.47, 0,83,0.88, ?.23, 124 Mean = 0.93
BOS: 0>71, 0.78,0.87, 1.01 Mean = 0.84

G/R Ratios for Low-reflectivity qrp~ient Cases
OKC: 1.66,2,09,2.18, 2.51, 2.7’2 Mean = 2.23
BOS: 1.04,2,06,2.98,3.92 Mean = 2.50

These are in good agreement with the trends
indicated for all the cases lumped together. And it
provides evidence that tho differences observed
between high-reflectivity gradient and low-reflectivity
gradient cases are probably not primarily due to
differences of radar hardware or calibration
characteristics between WSR-8SDS. Brandes et al.
(1999) concluded that for weil maintained radars, the
storm-to-storm bias variations due to radar hardware
calibration should be smati, and suggested that
differences have a meteorological origin.

The G/R ratio is also strongly re{ated to the
season (month of occurrence), If the events are
subdivided into two groups [(1) June through August
and (2] October through January], the corresponding
means of the (YR values are 0,79 and 1.82,
respectively. in this data set, the warm season is
characterized by high-reflectivity gradient rainfall. and
the cool season generally by Iowreflectivity gradient
rainfall. There were 18 cases classified as high-
reflectivity gradient and zero cases as low-reflectivity
gradient during June through August. There were three
cases classified as high-reflectivity gradient and 11
cases as iow-reflectiv;t y grad ient du~tng October
through January.

3.7 Variations with distance from molar

CM?values were computed using equation

~

1) for
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all cases combined within each precipitation type
classification subdivided into four range categories.
The range categories selected were O-49.9 km, 50-99.9
km, 100-149.9 km, and 150-230 km, These range
intervals were subjectively selected to determine
general trends of range effects.

The results are shown in Table 2. G/f? ratios
greater than 1.00 indicate overall radar
underestimation, arid those less than 1.00 indicate
overall radar overestimation.

For high-reflectivity gradient cases, Table 2
exhibits radar underestimation at the nearest ranges
and radar overestimation at middle ranges, which
decreases with range to a near-zero bias at the farthest
range interval.

A much stronger bias as a function of range is
evident in the low-reflectivity gradient cases. The radar
underestimated rainfall in all four range categories but
much more substantially in the nearest and farlhest two
range intervals where tho underestimates exceeded a
factor of two, Radar underestimates were less than a
factor of two in the second range category. This
improvement was probably due to enhanced radar
reflectivities from “bright-band” effects.

Table 2 also lists the number of cases from each
precipitation type that was represented in each range
interval along with the total number of gauge-radar
pairs that was considered in the GIR computations.
None of the four range intervals had valid gauge-radar
pairs from all 25 high-reflectivity gradient or 18 low-
reffectivity gradient precipitation events, The number of
cases represented ranged from 13 to 23 (high-
reflectivit~ griidient) and 14 to 15 (low-reflectivity
gradient), The range interval O-49.9 km had the fewest
gauge-radar pairs in both precipitation type categories:
101 (12% of the total) for high-reflectively gradient and
143 (18% of the total) for !ow-reflectivity gradient.

3.2 Radar vs. gauge sca?terplots

Figures 1 and 2 depict comparisons between the

radar-estimated accumulations and the corresponding
rain gauge amounts for all cases in the high-reflectivity
gradient and low-reflectivity gradient categories,
respectively. If an exact match occurred,the data point
would be plotted along the one.to-one line,

For the high-reflectivity gradierN cases (figure 1),
the linear regression line is fairly closely ati$ned with
the one-to-one line with only slight underestimation
shown, and a reasonably good correlation coefficient of
0.74. However the scatter of data points either side of
the one-to-one line still appears fairly substantial.

The low-reflectivity gradient cases (figure 2)
exhibtt significant underestimation by the radar relative
to the gauges, Although the correlation coefficient
associated with the tinear regression line is a fairly low
0.44, the vast majority of data points lie below the one-
to-one line giving strong evidence that the radar
underestimated rain amounts quite consistently.

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Rain gauge measurements wem csmpared with
radar-estimated storm totalprecipitation for 43 rain
events that occurred at ten locations. Gauge-to-radar
ratios ((YR) were computed for each case.

The G/R ratio is strongly related to precipitation
type, with the mean G/t? slightly less than 1.00 for high.
reflectivity gradient cases and greater than 2.00 {factor
ef 2 radar underestimation) for low-reflectivity gradient
cases. Both precipitation types indicated radar
underestimation at the nearest. renges. However, the
high-reflectivity gradient @ses indicated radar
overestimation at further ranges, while the low.
reflectivity gradient cases indicated significant radar
underestimation at ell ranges.

Occurrences of radar overestimates may have
been related to ttigh reflectivity returns from melting ice,
“bright-band effects in stratiform systems and hail from
convective systems. “Bright-band” efrects probably
were responsible for improving the radar
underestimates in the second range interval (50-99.9
km) for the low-reflectivity gradient cases. Other
possibilities for radar overesiirnales are anomalous
propagation (AP) of the radar beam. Smith, et al.
(1996) concluded that bright band and AP lead to
systematic overestimation of rainfall at intermediate
ranges.

A possible cause for the underestimation is the
typical reduction of reflectivity with increasing aIti:ud@
and the radar beam overshooting the rain cfouds (lack
of detection) at far ranges that is most evident during
cool seasons that are dominated by shallow, stratiforrn
rain systems (Fulton et al, 1998), It is likely that many,
and perhaps most of the 18 low-reflectivity gradient
cases in this study were primarily swatiform rain
systems, although this was not verified via analyses of
vertical suuctures. Joss and Waldvogel (1989)
suggested that significant errors in precipitation
estimates can occur when the radar beam scans at
higher portions of precipitating systems, be-use
vertical reflectivity gradients can be substa ntiai. Smith
et al. (1996) concluded that underestimation of
precipitation is pronounced due to incomplete beam
filling and overshooting of precipitation at ranges
beyond 150 km in spring-summer, and beyond 100 km
in fall-winter.

This underestimation problem can be
exacerbated when the WS R-88D Precipitation
Algorithm incorrectly interprets valid radar echoes in
the first tilt (0.5melevation angle) as ground clutter,
subsequently chooses the second W (7.5? elevation
angle) to compute precipitation accwnu!ations, and
routinely uses the third and fourth tilt (2.5’ and 3.5*
elevation angles) near the radar. Smith, et a}. (1996)
reported significant underestimation of rainfall within 40
km range of the WSR-88D radar due to bias in
reflectivity observations at higher tilt arlgles.

The use of improper Z-R relationships can also
be a significant contributor to underestimates or
overestimates. Variations in Z-R relationships from
storm fo storm are e-ted be-use of the large
number of Z-R relationships that have been
documented. as well as the variations in drop-size
distributions that occur within a storm (Wilson and
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Brandes,1979). Brandes etal. (1999) concluded thata Meteor. Sot,, 60,1048-1058.
primary source of storm-to-storm bias Iios with
variations in drop size distributions.

Future studies to develop improved Z-R
relationships should consider not only gauge
measurements and associated observations of radar
retlectiwity but also measured or computed drop-s”ue
distributions, Distrometers can be used to measure
drop-sizedistributions. however their sampling volume
is quite small compared with fhe radar sampling
volume. Sodars and radar wind profilers can be used
to comPute drop-siza distributions, and their ~mpling
volume is more closely aligned with that of the radar.
(Coulter et al. 1989).
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Sites Number of Cases
HRG LRG

Cleveland. off (CL13 9 3

Oklahoma Citv. OK (OKC) 5 5

Boston..MA, . . . ..~s-. 4 4.—..-——-
Atlanta. GA [ATL) 1 3—-. -— >...... ... ... .... ... . . .“. .... . ...!...,..”A.,
Chica~o. IL (WI) 3

Denver. CO..,- .... (DEN] 2
kfouston.TX (HGX).- .. ....O-------- J. .. ..... .- . . ... .
~omWL QI!K. (NOR) 1— .—
Lubbock,.’IX .... .. (LBB) 1
Phoen. AZ~ 1 —— ....—...-.. . .....”.-w..!...... ,,... .... ........

Totals. .“..-. .. . 25 18

TABLE 1, Listing of the sites and number of high-reflectivity gradient {1-lTKl) and low-
retlectivity gradient (LRG) cases used in analyses.The lettersin parenthesesare the
stationidentifiers used in Table 2.
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Range (km)

0-49.9 50-99.9 100- 149.9 150-230

G/R for HRG 1.18 0.79 0.79 0.97

G/l? for LRG 2.29 1.57 2.33 2.88

#of HRG Gauge-Radar Pairs 101 (13) 239 (16) 256 (23) 244 (22)
(#of Cases)

#of LRG Gauge-Radar Pairs 143 (15) 197 (15) 259 (14) 200 (15)
(#of Cases)

TABLEA G/R ratios for High-Reflectivit y Gradient (HRG) and Low-Reflectivity Gradient (LRG) precipitation types in four range
categories. G/R ratios were computed using equation (1). Number of gauge-radar pairs considered in computations of G/R for HRG
and LRG precipitation types are also shown for each range interval. Number of cases that contributed gauge-radar pairs out of a total
possible of 25 HRG and 18 LRG precipitation events are shown in parentheses.
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